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W e a r e a t e a m o f F o c u s e d P r o f e s s i o n a l s As a company We are focused on We transform

businesses with powerful and adaptable digital solutions that satisfy the needs of today

and unlock the opportunities of tomorrow.You know your business better than anyone, so

our first step is to listen while you tell us about your business and market. We’ll then do

some research on our own so that we really get to know the ins-and-outs of your industry

and hot buttons for your audience.Creative ideas & solutionsWe are not a team of robots

delivering a fancy home page widget to every client. We work hard to understand each client’s

industry and their online marketing goals, so that we may bring fresh ideas to the table—every

time.On time & within budgetNothing like ordering a steak but getting chicken. That won’t

happen with Bit & Byte Lab. We believe you should get what we agreed to without surprises

(unless it’s something extra—like a free dessert with that steak).Founded in 2021, Sublime

Groceria is a mobile application project. It is an application developed for a startup at its initial

stage. It is a fully optimized solution enabling you to do shopping easily by waiving off the

burden of making lists and keeping things disciplined. We believe in quality just like our

Clients. Give it a visit on playstore!Originated around 2021, ELK Grove is a menswear brand.

Located in UK, ELK Grove is responsible for dealing in all types of men clothing such as Jackets,

Coats, Jeans and more. We deployed a fully fledged custom solution built by our team.

Because we believe in from quality towards quality! It is a web based platform in Magento

with custom features demanded on the client requirements.Originated in 2020, Go Tijarah

is an e-commerce platform. Providing different types of goods to its customers. We deployed

our solution to in 2020. Located in Dubai, it is a fully flexed platform with different vendors
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having their own stores. Different stores sell their products. Our solutions are a magnet for

bussiness. Says our Clients!Originated in 2013, Resurgence Gear is a Clothing line of

same founder of Elk Grove. Resurgence Gear provides Bike Jackets, Denims, Cafe Racer

Accessories and Boots. Located in UK, Resurgence Gear believes in quality. So, do we! So,

we deployed a easy to manage and requirement fulfilling system on request of our dear

client. It is a web based platform putting its owner to ease. Find more on the resurgence

gear website.Founded in 2021, Sublime Groceria is a mobile application project. It is an

application developed for a startup at its initial stage. It is a fully optimized solution enabling

you to do shopping easily by waiving off the burden of making lists and keeping things

disciplined. We believe in quality just like our Clients. Give it a visit on playstore!Originated

around 2021, ELK Grove is a menswear brand. Located in UK, ELK Grove is responsible for

dealing in all types of men clothing such as Jackets, Coats, Jeans and more. We deployed a

fully fledged custom solution built by our team. Because we believe in from quality towards

quality! It is a web based platform in Magento with custom features demanded on the client

requirements.Originated in 2020, Go Tijarah is an e-commerce platform. Providing different

types of goods to its customers. We deployed our solution to in 2020. Located in Dubai, it is

a fully flexed platform with different vendors having their own stores. Different stores sell

their products. Our solutions are a magnet for bussiness. Says our Clients!Originated in

2013, Resurgence Gear is a Clothing line of same founder of Elk Grove. Resurgence Gear

provides Bike Jackets, Denims, Cafe Racer Accessories and Boots. Located in UK,

Resurgence Gear believes in quality. So, do we! So, we deployed a easy to manage and

requirement fulfilling system on request of our dear client. It is a web based platform putting

its owner to ease. Find more on the resurgence gear website. prev next 2003 2023 Breaking

down a problem into steps is the best way to solve it. Step is important as a whole

procedure. 1- Discussion 2- Planning 3- Design 4- Development 5- Final Touch Let's Discuss
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